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Dreamland (for string quartet) (Majd)
1 I. Lento
2 II Delicamente e cantado

20:57
6:10
14:46

3 Pendar (for solo violin) (Tafreshipour)

6:44

4 Broken Times (for string quartet) (Tafreshipour)

9:38

Farãghi (In Absentia) (for violin and cello) (Majd)
5 I Mesto, molto lento
6 II Animato, ma non troppo allegro, relentlessy

21:10

Total playing time:
Darragh Morgan, violin (all tracks)
Patrick Savage, violin (tracks 1-2, 4)
Fiona Winning, viola (tracks 1-2, 4)
Deidre Cooper, cello (tracks 1-2, 4-6)

14:10
6:59

58:29

THE MUSIC
DREAMLAND QUARTET (1997, revised in 2006)
Dreamland is in two movements; the first acting as a lento introduction to the second movement which is designated as “Delicatamente e
cantando,” – delicate with a singing lilt. The opening theme of the second movement is a predominant cyclic or ever-returning factor, assuming
various transformations, also present in the finale “lento espressivo” section, as an undercurrent to the expressive romantic melody of the first
violin. The thematic materials often evoke a certain mood or feeling associated with the Iranian Dastgah music, and include the use of
microtones. In the title “Dreamland,” dream is meant to be understood as “maya” or illusion. Dreamland had its premiere in New York in May
2008, performed by members of the Bãrbad Chamber Orchestra, with Cyrus Beroukhim as its first violin, and Rãmin Heydarbeygi as its music
director.
Majd
PENDAR for violin (2017)
Pendar is a series of compositions for solo instruments. For a long time I have wanted to compose a collection of solos for all the instruments of
the classical orchestra. Material for this collection inhabits a world of inner drama which interacts with the outside world in a surreal
fashion. Pendar could be understood as ‘thought’; perhaps the kind of thought which confronts and subverts, entering and rummaging around in
the subconscious and then rearing up in front of you – like a clown or a giant balloon – when you least expect it. The relationships of perspective
between the player and their instrument, and between the player and the audience, are in state of constant distortion.
Tafreshipour
BROKEN TIMES (2013)
The title, Broken Times, evokes circular forms more directly. The piece could itself be described as a circle ending with a sustained chord, leaving
open the possibility that, when one gets to the end the music, could begin all over again. In Broken Times it is the notion of opposition and the
temporary balance of light and darkness that provides the underlying musical scheme. Bright sounds in the initial stages starting with the viola
gradually give way to darker colors towards the close. The harmonies that suggest light at the start are eventually inverted to convey the idea of
darkness – the opposite of light. Broken Times is dedicated to the Iranian composer Fozié Majd.
Tafreshipour
FARÃGHI (“IN ABSENTIA”) for violin and violoncello (2017)
Years ago, just before the revolution in Iran, while collecting the music of the provinces, mainly in southern Khorãsãn, north east of Iran, I came
across songs made up of verses dealing with separation from a loved one, song with a repeated melodic phrase, called farãghi. The word farãghi,
meaning separation, has an added implication, which is the feeling or the sorrow of separation. This idea continues far down into the Iranian

Baluchestãn, in pieces called Leekoo or Zahirook, both translated as the expression of the sorrow resulting from this separation. It is usually
understood in relation to an actual separation from a loved one. However, it has also a mystic connotation: it is the mystic’s intense longing to
become one with the Beloved. Jallal-edin Rumi, the great 12th century Iranian poet and mystic, opens his book of Masnavi with the idea of a ney,
or flute, playing, bemoaning and complaining of this separation. This idea of separation from a source, be it tangible or metaphysical, plays a very
prominent role in Iranian literature and the mental make-up. As I started writing this piece in early 2016, it dawned on me that this was what I
was trying to accomplish, another expression of this ever present separation. The work was actually commissioned by the sisters Golriz and Jãbiz
Zarbakh, violinist and cellist, who performed Farãghi a few weeks later, in May 2016, in Tehran, in the Rudaki Hall.

Farãghi is in two movements, the first movement opens with a molto lento section, playing with the interval of the 2nd, leading to a più mosso, a
little faster, and thereafter to the idea of the acciaccatura motifs, which plays an important part throughout the piece, as well as the use of the
quarter tones, first heard in the cello in bar 27. The second movement begins with a vehement outburst of the violin, superimposed on the very
low C string of the cello jumping to its utmost limit on the A string, leading to a climax of dissonant intervals, a final trill subsiding on the new
misterioso section devoted to trills. The final bars are almost an allusion to the opening of the first movement, this time ending on inversions of
the seconds, now sevenths, and the violin once move reiterating the acciaccatura idea as a farewell.
Majd

THE COMPOSERS
AMIR MAHYAR TAFRESHIPOUR (b.1974 )
Amir Mahyar Tafreshipour is a leading Iranian contemporary composer.
He specialises in contemporary music that reaches across time and continents and has worked with numerous major ensembles, soloists and
orchestras. His music has been released in Iran, Turkey, Denmark and England.
Amir Mahyar Tafreshipour received his Bachelor of Music from Esbjerg Academy of Music in Denmark inn 2001. In 2003 he won the first prize at
the biennial composition competition for new music at Tehran University with his solo piano work Images of Childhood,featuring the celebrated
Irish pianist Mary Dullea. In the same year he was awarded a Silver Medal for Outstanding Achievement at Trinity College of Music, presented by
the Duke of Kent. His studies continued at the Guildhall School of Music and Drama.
The BBC commissioned Persian Echoes in 2005, the first ever Iranian harp concerto, premiered under the baton of Pascal Rophé and broadcast
on BBC Radio 3. The concerto was recorded with the English Chamber Orchestra conducted by Alexander Rahbari. In 2015 his opera, The Doll
Behind the Curtain, was premiered at the Tête à Tête Opera Festival in King’s Place, London. Based on a work by the famous Persian writer
Sadegh Hedayat, it was the first Iranian composed opera with an English libretto.
In 2016 Amir Mahyar Tafreshipour completed his PhD in composition at Brunel University, London, under the supervision of Professor
Christopher Fox, and in 2018 Naxos Records released Persian Echoes on CD.
He is currently working on his new opera based on the story of the Anglo Iranian Oil Company, written by Dominic Power.

THE COMPOSERS
FOZIÉ MAJD (b.1938)
Fozié Majd was born in Berlin, attended schools in Tehran and England, and began composing on piano before she had her first lessons at the
age of six. Her first public work, at the age of fifteen, was commissioned by Moreton Hall School, England, a Scéne de ballet which was reviewed
in several newspapers, including the Manchester Guardian. At seventeen, she appeared as pianist in London, Central Hall, in the Council for
Education and World Citizenship musical evening, affiliated to the United Nations.
After receiving her Bachelor of Music degree from the University of Edinburgh, she went to Paris where she studied with Nadia Boulanger on a
French government grant. The performance of Tuned to the night (Shabkuk) for string orchestra (1973) at the Shiraz Festival of Arts,
commissioned by NIRTV Chamber Orchestra, conducted by Catherine Comet, was reviewed in the Nouvel Observateur, where she was acclaimed
as an “Iranian avant-garde” with the task of “elucidating certain structures of Iranian traditional music in the light of most recent conquests”
(Maurice Fleuret, 1973). Hell is but the sparkle of our futile suffering(1976) for string Orchestra, was performed at the tenth Shiraz Festival of
Arts by NIRTV Chamber Orchestra, conducted by Yvo Malec.
Her other compositions include music for the two films of Fereydoun Rahnema: Siavash in Persepolis (awarded the John Epstein prize at the
Festival of Locarno,1966), and The son of Iran is without news of his mother(1976); the music for the film The winding doll (1968) by Goli
Khalatbari; the ballet Stone Statue for orchestra (1968); Iranian Suite, for Orchestra (1970); Mantra (1970), for string orchestra and voices; the
music for the play A knight came out in red directed by Arby Ovanessian, in Persepolis; The song of Leyli, for solo string and ney (1979).
Between 1972 and 1978, she undertook research and massive recording of the music of the provinces, travelling to remote villages, mainly in
Khorasan and Baluchestan. After the Islamic Revolution in February 1979, she began teaching the piano and music theory, but there was a
silence of nine years before she again began composing. In 1988 she performed a new version of the piano piece, Dialogue88, in Tehran, and
continued with more piano compositions and several songs in bhajan form.
On the occasion of the International Women's Day, held in New York (March 2007), two of her piano pieces were performed by Eric Huebner,
along with other works by Sofia Gubaidulina (Russia), Eka Chabashvili (Georgia), Kelly-Marie Murphy (Canada) and Beta Moon (US). The
Dreamland Quartet received its first performance in New York (2008) by members of the Bãrbad Chamber Ensemble. Her most recent works are
Here And there, for eleven instruments, performed by the Laboratorium Ensemble(September 2016), in Hanover, Germany, commissioned by the
Hannover Society for New Music, headed by Joachim Heintz; and Faraghi(In Absentia), for violin and violoncello, commissioned and performed by
the Nivak Ensemble (May 2017) in Rudaki Hall, Tehran. The United Berlin Ensemble has commissioned Majd for a new work to be performed in
Berlin in April 2019, in the context of nights devoted to Iranian composers’ contemporary music.
Majd’s publications include four booklets of piano music, three CDs of her compositions; Nafir Nameh, essays on Iranian music, and other
articles published by the Mahoor Publications, Tehran. Hamãni, a collection of four piano pieces, is due for publication. Dialogue 88, for piano, is
included in the CD, 100 Years of Iranian Piano Music, played by Layla Ramezan, Paraty, Harmonia Mundi (2016).
Thirteen CDs on Iranian regional music, based on Majd’s recordings and research, have been published by Mahoor Publications.

Fozié Majd

Amir Mahyar Tafreshipour

THE PERFORMERS
Darragh Morgan – First Violin
Irish violinist Darragh Morgan (b. 1974) leads a successful career in classical music and is known for his versatile ability to perform music from baroque to
contemporary styles. He frequently performs and records solo and concerto repertoire including world premieres and works dedicated to him written by
major contemporary composers such as Arvo Pärt, Sir John Tavener, Kevin Volans, Gerald Barry and Michael Finnissy. His impeccable technique and
openness to exploring new styles are widely recognised and have led to regular collaborations with artists such as Thomas Adès, Emmanuel Pahud and
Nicholas Daniel. World-class international groups, including Ensemble Modern, London Sinfonietta, Birmingham Contemporary Group and Les
Siècles have invited Darragh to be their guest leader and this has seen him working closely with conductors Pierre Boulez, François-Xavier Roth, Oliver
Knussen and Heinz Holliger.
As a soloist, Darragh has performed at Wien Modern, Festival d’Automne Paris, Osterfestival Tirol, Lucerne Festival, BBC Proms Chamber Music, Aldeburgh,
Spitalfields, Cheltenham, and Huddersfield Contemporary Music Festivals. His interest in chamber music has led him to found The Fidelio Trio. Described
by The Sunday Times as “the virtuosic Fidelio Trio”, they have performed at Wigmore Hall and Shanghai Oriental Arts Centre, and recorded Michael
Nyman’s Complete Piano Trios for MN Records and Philip Glass Trios on Orange Mountain Music. As former violinist in the Smith Quartet, the group
performed and recorded with artists as diverse as Louis Andriessen, Gavin Bryars and Steve Reich, and appeared at Seoul Arts Centre and The Phillips
Collection, Washington D.C.
Darragh has recorded over 50 solo and chamber albums for classical music labels including Métier, NMC, Naxos, Resonus Classics and Signum.
He serves on the violin faculty at The Royal Welsh College of Music and Drama, and previously at The Royal Conservatoire of Scotland. He is regularly
invited to give masterclasses at world-class institutions such as Peabody Conservatory and Curtis Institute.
His achievements as a musician are heavily indebted to his teachers and coaches including Yehudi Menuhin, Mauricio Fuks, Pinchas Zukerman, Detlef
Hahn and the Amadeus and Takács Quartets during his formative years. Darragh plays an 1848 Giuseppe Rocca violin, generously on loan from the
Morgan-Rocca Instrument Trust which is administered by The Royal Society of Musicians.
MSV 28509 Whitty: Thirty-Nine Pages (Darragh Morgan & Mary Dullea)
MSV 28545 Finnissy: Mississippi Hornpipes (Darragh Morgan & Mary Dullea)
MSV 28561 Clarke: A Different Game (Fidelio Trio)
MSV 28556 Irish composers: Dancing in Daylight (Fidelio Trio)
MSV 28543 Malone: A Clockwork Operetta (Fidelio Trio)
MSV 28535 Fokkens: Tracing Lines (Fidelio Trio)

Darragh Morgan

Patrick Savage – Second Violin
Melbourne-born Patrick Savage is a free-lance orchestral concertmaster, chamber musician, and composer for film. He was Principal First Violin in the
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra for several years and was formerly leader of the Tippett String Quartet.
As a composer he is half of the Savage & Spies film composer duo, perhaps best known for scoring the 2009 cult horror film, The Human
Centipede. Patrick also leads the band for the West End production of the musical, Hamilton.
Fiona Winning – Viola
Scottish violist Fiona Winning was until 2014 Principal Viola of the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra and before that the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic
Orchestra. She has been a regular guest principal of the Philharmonia and London Philharmonic Orchestras, including four seasons at Glyndebourne
Opera, and of the Aurora Orchestra, London Sinfonietta and Scottish Chamber Orchestra. She spent two years as violist of the Edinburgh Quartet.
For seven years Fiona was a member of the Scottish Ensemble with whom she performed at the Wigmore Hall, BBC Proms, and at the Edinburgh
International, Aldeburgh and City of London Festivals, and broadcast regularly on Radio 3.Fiona studied at the Juilliard School in New York where she
lived and worked for 6 years. When not playing the viola she enjoys climbing mountains and has climbed 6000m peaks in the Bolivian Andes and the
Himalayas.
Fiona plays on an Antonio Gragnani viola from 1780. She lives in London with her husband and two sons.
Deirdre Cooper – Cello
Deirdre has held positions with the Scottish Ballet Orchestra as principal cellist, The BBC Scottish Symphony as sub principal and the Philharmonia
Orchestra as their number 3 cellist. She is currently principal cellist with L’Orchestre Des Jardins Musicaux in Neuchâtel, Switzerland. Her commitment
to promoting contemporary music has led to many collaborations, including concerts with Fidelio Trio, Birmingham Contemporary Music Group and
others. Deirdre has been with the Smith Quartet for nearly 20 years.
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